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main ingredient of a possible breakthrough in the Ukraine crisis, yet few realise what is at stake, writes
Neil Clark. Ukraine knows a lot about being the target of blackmail. In 1994, the coup d’etat by the

country’s then-president, Leonid Kuchma, exposed it to blackmail of a quite different kind – the threat of
invasion by an aggressive, yet surprisingly well-equipped and motivated, neighbour. Had Russia’s then-

President Boris Yeltsin actually got the green light from his rubber-stamp parliament (the Duma) to invade,
Ukraine could have become Russia’s 51st province. Instead, it took Yeltsin six days to realise that the guy
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at the Kremlin was playing a dangerous game, and to pull out of his miscalculation. That saved the
Ukraine from Russian imperial overlordship. In the late 1990s, as Ukraine entered its post-Soviet decade, it

found itself in the same position again, but in reverse. Kuchma’s second-term allies, the Party of the
Regions, played a similarly cynical deal with Moscow, begetting a new wave of economic, political and
social turmoil. At the time, I wrote a book which was later updated with a couple of chapters about the

Party of Regions’ Moscow role. The book, calledThe Puppet Masters, was not completely accurate, and it
was later confirmed. In a trial conducted by Ukrainian television, high-ranking Party of Regions bosses
admitted that it was indeed the group that had “helped” to orchestrate the November 2003 Orange

Revolution. Fast forward to the present: the c6a93da74d
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